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The Vijeo HMI Design software is able to establish an interactive dialogue between the
HMI operator and the user thanks to its multimedia functions. You have the option to

record the HMI screen, playback both recorded images and live images, or create videos
and make HMI objects act in response to the user's commands. You also have the ability

to translate from multiple languages so your users do not have to be limited to one
language Vijeo Designer 6.1 Free Download The Vijeo HMI Design software makes it easy

to present your HMI application. Choose from preset layouts, creating your own slide
show, or dragging and dropping images, logos, or text to build a personalized
presentation. You can also use gradient effects to make the slides a little more

interesting. The Vijeo HMI Design software provides a number of features to turn any
Magelis XBT GT or Magelis iPC into a fully functional HMI. Its graphics capabilities are

second to none, making it possible to create attractive and graphically complex designs.
Vijeo Designer is also compatible with Siemens S.I. hardware (including Simatic HMI,

Siemens SCT, and ST10) and all of the Magelis HMI family. Connectivity is available using
various Ethernet networks. Vijeo Designer is also compatible with Simatic HMI, Siemens
SCT, ST10 and ST800, which means a network is no longer the limitation for transmitting

data to other systems. Now you're able to see the images with all the tools that were
available in previous versions of Vijeo Designer. The included image viewer and other
features of the application help you see and work on the images quickly and easily.
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This system is one of the most innovative and productive software projects from Magelis from which
you will be able to create and customize application libraries and documentation for your devices, all
from one and the same software: With Vijeo Designer project, you can: Create your own applications
for Vijeo Designer from which you will be able to control and manage your device without having to

learn specific programming languages Draw up and create interactive interfaces for your
applications Use multimedia and multimedia tools Access a large number of samples stored in
libraries Connect and communicate with all types of terminals Design, create and customize

application and documentation libraries for your devices Automate your tasks With Vijeo Designer
project, we define the appearance and content of a Magelis XBT GT and iPC display. There is no need

to write any code. With no specific programming skills, you can create your own displays, design
interactive applications, and connect and communicate with Magelis iPCs and off-the-shelf tablets.
You can also design web applications for Internet access. In fact, Vijeo Designer is the perfect cost-

free software for your design, offering a feature rich, customizable and intuitive interface. Experience
the new free version of Vijeo Designer HMI software to plan and create easy-to-use automation

projects. This intuitive software helps you manage the entire design process, from the creation of a
3.8 or 4.5-inch screen to the production and installation of your Magelis HMI components in a simple

and affordable way. 5ec8ef588b
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